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Our Three Part Initiative

1. Support for Emerging Composers

1. Access to Music Education in Southwestern Bulgaria

1. Audience Development

Funded by a MusicAIRE micro-grant
Support for Emerging Bulgarian Composers

Peter Kerkelov
Sextet for Piano, Clarinet, Two Violins, Two Cellos, and Electronics.

Lora Al Ahmad
Piano Quintet “Dosta”

Svetlin Hristov
Songs for Mezzo-soprano, Clarinet and Piano Trio
Access to music education for young people from diverse backgrounds in the municipalities of Garmen and Gotse Delchev, Southwestern Bulgaria

Vocal Camp “Singing Hearts”
Leader: Mariana Karpatova, mezzo-soprano
Cultural center “Prosveta”, Gotse Delchev
Gotse Delchev Park, Nursing Home
14 participants
3 community outreach concerts
2 community activism actions
100 audience members
3. Audience Development

Community Outreach Concerts in Gotse Delchev and Kovachevitsa – Five sold-out concerts in Gotse Delchev and Kovachevitsa – approximate attendance 1000 people, children, adults, local residents as well as visitors.
Our Causes:

**Dar Svetlina** 2022 – present
Charitable society for the renovations and upkeep of the community center Svetlina in Kovachevitsa. 75 people donated funds to the society.

**Clean and Green Bulgaria** 2023 – present
Cleaning action and campaign for responsible garbage disposal, recycling and reusing. The children, musicians, and audience members organized to clean the village and town.

**Planting Trees – Gorata.bg**
2022-present – A portion of ticket sales are donated each year for replanting of forests in Bulgaria. So far we have planted 3,000 trees

**Local Produce – Harmonica** Our focus in 2024